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This is your newsletter please make a submission.  
Please limit submissions to1000 words or less. 
Information can be submitted for review by email or regular mail to members of the Newsletter Committee or, to Janet Ap-
pling at 7324 Peninsula Rd, Rhinelander, WI 54501, or to:   rjappling1@hotmail.com     by the 15th of the first month of 
each quarter. (Apr, July, Oct, Jan) 

UPDATE ON EAGLE COVE CAMP & CONFERENCE CENTER 

ATTENTION 
Many of you had to mail your dues twice due to a transposition of the numbers of the P O Box.  It was printed 
incorrectly in the last newsletter and on the statement.  The box number should be 511 not 115.  It was my mis-
take and I am very sorry for the inconvenience.  SORRY,  Janet Appling 

The Planning & Zoning Committee unanamously  voted to deny the Conditional Use Permit application for the Eagle Cove 
Camp and Conference Center.  According to the Daily News, the Jaros brothers plan to appeal the decision to the County 
Appeals Board .  If it is still denied, then they plan to take it to the WI State Supreme Court. 

STATUS OF 

EURASIAN WATER-MILFOIL  IN SQUASH LAKE 

Eurasian Water-milfoil has been found in Squash Lake.  On the map below, Xs are where this weed has been found 

growing on the shore line.                    The pictures and the map   by   Stephanie Boismenue.  
 

The Squash Lake Association Board met with the DNR on Aug 13, 2009, to map out a strategy for con-
taining and/or eradicating this infestation.  We also received information on grants available to fight 
this and how to go about applying for them.  
 
Squash Lake residents got a jump on their volunteer hours, for our grant, during an EWM removal 

effort on August 8 in front of Greg Nevinski’s house on the southwest shore of the main lake. Coor-

dinated by Stephanie Boisemenue, 19 people pulled EWM for three hours. 

                                                                                                                      Continued on pg 2                                          
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EURASIAN WATER-MILFOIL 

Continued from page   1 

Eurasian Water-Milfoil Update - August 16, 2009 
There are many different ways to potentially eliminate the Eurasian Water-Milfoil from Squash Lake 
and selecting the best treatment method that is suitable for the lake is complex, to say the least. Kevin 
Gauthier, who is the DNR's Lake Management Coordinator, is guiding the Squash Lake Board of Direc-
tors and Community every step of the way. Kevin's knowledge and attention to detail has been reassur-
ing to us that we are doing the best for our lake. 
     Before we can select the most suitable treatment option, a complex and comprehensive study of the 
lake's aquatic plant community and ecosystem must be completed. This will be completed by Kevin, his 
staff, and professional consultants. In the mean time, DO Not Pull Any More Weeds from the lake!!! 

Every plant needs to stay in place until the comprehensive plant survey is done!! 
Grant Money: 

     Squash Lake qualifies for the State of Wisconsin's AIS Early Detection and Rapid Response Grant. 
This grant has a cap up to $20,000.00. The state pays for 75% of the cost of the project and the remain-

ing 25% will be provided by the Squash Lake Association in the form of cash, time, services or 

"in-kind" items. Grants operate on a reimbursement basis and we may request an advance of up to 
25%.  

The Grants are Provided For: 

#1 Early identification and control of pioneer populations of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS). They are 
for waters where the presence of AIS is relatively new and the area of coverage is limited, such that 
there is a high likelihood that they can be removed or significantly reduced and managed at low densi-
ties. 
#2 Controlling pioneer population that are small and localized colonies and have been present less than 5 
years and is less than 5 acres in size or less than 5% of a lakes area, which ever is greater.  
#3 To help pay for field work performed by a professional lake management consultant that we, the 
SLA, hire. These consultants specialize in gathering data about our lake by developing a point- intercept 
surveys (grid), mapping EWM colonies, mapping lake-wide aquatic plants communities, and monitoring 
water quality. The data will be used to statistically evaluate the effectiveness of EWM treatment. The 
consultants also write grants and assist with developing lake management plans.  

Kevin recommends that we obtain the lakes data now: 

#1 - The aquatic plant mapping should be done now- due to aquatic plant growth, it is best done by the 
end of August. Kevin provided us with a resource of professional lake management consultants.   
#2 - Obtaining an Point-intercept Grid Survey.   Kevin informed me that he and his staff will be able to 
do the survey the week of August 31st.   
#3 – We also need to provide Kevin with the Squash Lake Association By- Laws as needed for the 
grant.   
Once the above information is gathered, we will discuss the best option for treating the milfoil and de-
velop a management plan. 

DO Not Pull Any Weeds from the lake!!! 

Every plant needs to stay in place until a comprehensive plant survey is done!! 

Thank you for your time and I will keep you posted. 
Stephanie Boismenue,  
Squash Lake's AIS Coordinator 

HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR 

Does anyone have a house or cabin on or near the lake that they would be willing to rent for the week preceding  
the 26 of June 2010? 
If you do or know someone that does ,Please contact  
Katie Dyreby. 
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CONGRATULATIONS !!! 
Stephanie Boismenue has been appointed to the Oneida County Lakes and Rivers Assn. 

Board of Directors.  Way to go Stephanie, we are proud to have you as a neighbor and    

on our lake . 

 

Sue and I moved to Squash Lake with our 13 year-old 
daughter, Jessie, in 2000.  Our oldest daughter, Chris, had 
already moved out and was finishing college in California.  
We had lived in Neenah, Wisconsin for many years, where 
Sue practiced medicine and I worked in education and men-
tal health.  Sue had become disillusioned with the competi-
tiveness of medicine in the Fox River Valley, and we both 
jumped at the chance to move here when Sue was offered a 

position with the radiology department at St. Mary’s Hospital.  I soon found a satisfying and rewarding job work-
ing as a substance abuse counselor at the hospital as well.  Jessie, on the other hand, was convinced that we were 
“ruining her life” by uprooting her from the big city malls and moving her to the middle of nowhere.  I tried to 
comfort her by saying that there was a Super Wal Mart in Rhinelander, but that didn’t seem to help. 
     We purchased a house that was still under construction at the end of Squash Lake Road.  It was a magical loca-
tion nestled at the end of two bays and including a narrow peninsula.  We essentially gutted the interior of the 
house and spent the next two years living amongst sawdust.  But for Sue it was a labor of love, and an opportunity 
to express her many creative talents.  (She had actually been offered an art scholarship after high school, but chose 
medical school instead.) 
     For me, moving to the Northwoods was like dying and going to heaven.  I had always been a lover of Nature 
and outdoor sports, and had been an Eagle Scout as a kid.  (Yes, even a camp counselor.)  Moving here meant an 
opportunity to immerse myself in birding, biking, swimming, kayaking, sailing, and more. 
     An added bonus for Sue and me has been the many wonderful friends we have met.  We have found bright, 
talented, and genuine people here, and I love the experience of running into people I know every time I go to the 
grocery store 
     Jessie is now 22 and a senior at Arizona State University.  In retrospect, she says that moving to Rhinelander 
was actually a good thing, because she was able to excel and get involved in many more activities than she could 
have at a larger school.  However, she says that she does not 
miss the long winters and has no plans of moving back here any-
time soon. 
 

President of SLA 

 

Pat & Sue Dugan 
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Meet your Board Members and Neighbors 

THANK YOU !!! 
It is through the generous donation of  the printing, the assembly, postage 

and most of all, the time of Greg and Tina Baer that this newsletter comes to 

all of you.   It is appreciated .  We all say thank you. 



 

   Virginia’s Memorial Service 

Virginia’s grandchildren 
 Sunday of Memorial Day weekend forty 

friends, neighbors, and family members of 

Virginia gathered on the Big Island  in the 

shade of the towering eagles’ nest to cele-

brate her life. She is the godmother of the 

SLA.  There was singing accompanied by 

guitars and a harmonica. Tears, laughter, 

and memories of Virginia were shared. Her 

two grandchildren helped to plant two small 

white pine trees in her memory. Virginia’s 

passion and enthusiasm for Squash Lake, 

her wisdom, laughter, big warm hugs and 

straw hat will be sorely missed by all who 

knew and loved her.   

Because of Virginia Amerena.......we have a 

Squash Lake Association.     Thank you ,   

Virginia. We will never forget you:) 

NOTICE: 
 Please DO NOT use the SLA email or 

mailing addresses to advertise your 

own or other’s  businesses. The SLA 

promised its members that their email and 

home addresses would be used for ONLY 

SLA business like the meeting minutes, 

newsletters, ”Lost and Found”, and “Help 

your Neighbor.” These addresses are not to 

be used for personal gain.  Thank you for 

respecting this pledge of privacy to our 

Squash Lake neighbors.  

 

Virginia’s grandchildren, Justin & Madyson by the new pine 

“ Visual Blight in the Woodlands”: Maybe 

you have never thought about this, but it is 

important. It is a simple thing and takes very 

little time. When selecting a tarp to cover 

your woodpile or a piece of machinery, 

PLEASE select a BROWN one.  A green tarp 

would be a distant second choice (It blends in 

in the summer....but not in  the winter.).  DO 

NOT select  a BLUE tarp because blue is not a 

natural color to be found in our woodland 

landscape.  A blue tarp in our landscape is a 

VISUAL BLIGHT. Our eye is “called” to the 

blue tarp instead of the over all beauty of the 

scenery.   It distracts from the natural beauty 

of our forested neighborhood. The only color 

more distracting to the eye is blaze orange 

which is great for safety.....but not in the 

landscape.  

DON’T BE BLUE !! 
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DNR Walleye Population Survey  2009 

By  
Craig Zarley 

 
Squash Lake’s walleye population is relatively dense and self-sustaining.  That’s the conclusion from DNR’s 
spring walleye population survey. DNR fisheries biologists placed 8 nets from April 17-21, capturing 306 male 
walleyes and 93 females, according to Oneida County DNR fisheries biologist John Kubisiak. The DNR clipped 
fins of each of the captured walleyes and then returned to the lake April 25 for a follow up survey in which they 
shocked the entire shoreline and counted stunned fish. 
     During the shock phase of the population survey, Kubisiak said 96 male walleyes with unclipped fins were 
counted and 98 with clipped fins, indicating the latter group were counted the week before. Eight females were 
counted during the shock phase, 4 of which had clipped fins. Based on the combined results, Kubisiak estimates 
there are about 809 adult walleyes in the lake, or about two per acre. Because of the high ratio of recaptured fish in 
the shock phase of the population survey, he called the population estimates very accurate with only a +/- 7 percent 
margin of error. 
     Additionally, about 80 percent of the walleyes counted were longer than 15 inches with the bulk of the fish fal-
ling in the 16-inch to18-inch range. Kubisiak said based on the size of the walleyes counted, there is a chance the 
DNR will change the lake walleye regulations from three walleyes per day, only one of which can be greater than 
14 inches to three per day with a minimum length of 15 inches. 
     “That’s a pretty solid population,” he said. “The walleyes are doing fine on their own.” 
     As a result, Kubisiak said there would be little if any benefit to stock the lake with walleyes and that the DNR 
would not grant a stocking permit. He said one goal of a stocking program is to bring the walleye population in a 
lake up to about 2 walleyes per acre, the level that already exists in Squash Lake. And he cautioned that there are 
potential downsides to stocking the lake with walleyes. 
     By bringing in fish bred in another lake, those fish would interbreed with native Squash Lake walleyes and alter 
the genetic makeup of their offspring. There is a risk that those genetically altered fish may not be able to adapt as 
well to Squash Lake conditions and thus may not be able to sustain a healthy population in the future. He also 
noted that when stocked fish are dumped into a lake, there is a slight chance invasive plant or fish species could be 
introduced. 
     “Once you go down that road [stocking walleyes], you can’t go back,” he said. 
     Kubisiak noted that based on a population of about 800 walleyes, 35 percent or 280 fish can be harvested each 
year without adversely affecting the population. 
     He suggested that one avenue for increasing walleye populations could be to keep fewer fish. He explained that 
since the practice of catch-and-release for Muskies took hold in recent years, the DNR has seen a dramatic increase 
in Musky population in county lakes. But  fishermen tend to keep most walleyes they catch and he doesn’t expect 
catch-and-release walleye fishing to catch on as it has for Muskies. 
     With stocking fish not a viable option, perhaps the best strategy for boosting Squash Lake walleye numbers is to 
keep a few and release the rest. 
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SLA OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS: 
 Pat Dugan,  President,     pdugan@shsmh.org                      Craig Zarley, Vice President,    craig.zarley@gmail.com        

Jim Brown, Secretary,    jmb1216@charter.net                     Janet  Appling, Treasurer,    rjappling1@hotmail.com                 

Gary Cirilli,    gary@cirillilaw.com                                         Karen Isebrands Brown,     kisebrow@charter.net                      

Nick Boismenue,    boismens@newnorth.net                         Greg Nevinski,   squash53129@yahoo.com 

SLA‘s Mission Statement 

To preserve and protect Squash Lake and its surroundings, to enhance the water quality, the fish-

ery,  boating safety, and the aesthetic values of Squash Lake as a public recreational facility  

MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

Wed   9/16/09   6:30 pm  Board Meeting     Pat Dugan’s house 

Wed 10/21/09  6:30 pm         “                                  “ 

Wed 11/18/09  6:30 pm          “                              “        (these are open meetings to anyone           

                                                                                                with an interest in Squash Lake)  



 

  

Leave No Trace  
By 

Stephanie Boismenue 
 

A few years ago while on one of my early 
morning kayak paddles around the shoreline of 
Squash Lake, I discovered a disheartening 
situation on the big island. 
  
It was a glorious early morning - perfect for a 
quiet paddle around the lake - the sun was just 
rising, the dew was heavy on every leaf and 
branch, and the solitude was outstanding . As 
my kayak quietly glided along the shore, I be-
came awestruck as I witnessed the wildlife 
awakening for the day. 
  
After paddling for a long distance, I stopped at the big island to stretch my legs. Stepping out of 
my kayak, I noticed an empty beer can laying in the sand - which I tossed in the hatch of my 
kayak to take home and recycle. Walking along the shoreline, I picked up trash and more cans. I 
thought to myself - what the heck- this stuff wasn't there the day before. As I took the foot path 
up the hill, I discovered several piles of wet soggy toilet paper throughout the woods, human 
waste, more garbage, and more empty beer cans. In addition, the fire pit contained very warm 
wood - some with orange embers - clearly whomever had the fire the night before had not both-
ered to extinguish it. Thoroughly frustrated and disgusted, I made several trips back to my 
kayak to stow away the trash and cans. Returning to the footpath  I proceeded further down and 
discovered the culprit's - three young adults who were just emerging from their dew covered 
tent. I spoke to them and explained that though it was state owned land, overnight camping on 
the island was not allowed and asked them to please read the appropriate signage stating so, 
which was located by their boat.  The three people quickly took down their tent and packed up 
their gear.  Before they left, I asked them if they would please be kind enough to put out their 
campfire and pick up the piles of wet-soggy toilet paper  and their human waste - they did not 
. 
I realize that it is very tempting to camp overnight on the big island, however is it not permitted, 
and for very good reasons- to minimize impact on the environment. If one person wanted to 
camp overnight, then everyone would want to. The consequences of this are huge . Human 
waste would be a major issue, as would compaction of the forest floor that would occur, which 
would not allow water to seep through, but rather runoff creating forest land erosion, and de-
struction of wildlife habitat- an unimaginable tragedy. Please treat our Squash Lake Community 
with Tender Loving Care and Please - Leave No Trace. 
  
Because of this incident, I now stow a trash bag and disposable gloves in my kayaks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Litter found on the Big Island 

NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE: 
 

  Janet Appling, rjappling1@hotmail.com,            Stephanie Boismenue, boismens@newnorth.net, 
  Karen Isebrands Brown, kisebrow@charter.net ,    Carole Mustacci, scanassi@newnorth.net, 
  Craig Zarley, craig.zarley@gmail.com 
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  Annual Meeting and Picnic 

The Annual Meeting and Picnic was 
held on July 5, 2009 at Roger Degris’ 
beach (formerly Peninsula View 

Beach).  The weather was perfect and 
we had a great turnout.  There were 
between 60  - 70 people and as usual 

all the food was delicious.  We have some great 

cooks on the lake.  It always amazes me that with-
out specifically requesting certain people to bring 
certain dishes, there is always a good variety of eve-
rything to make a balanced meal. 
The only ones to take advantage of the water, sand 
and games were the few children that were in atten-
dance. I don't know where the rest of the “young and 
adventurous” were. 
 
The boat parade had about 8 boats, but no one deco-
rated their boats.  Next year we will have a decora-
tion contest for our boat parade, with awards.  More 
on that at a later time. 
 
You will be getting the minutes of the meeting from 
Jim. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early arrivals 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Socializing 

    Getting ready 

 

    Boat line-up 

  Sharing ideas 
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Now more than ever, SLA needs your support 

It is going to take everyone working together to fight the Eurasian Water-

milfoil.  Please join if you aren’t a member yet and send your dues of $25/ yr 

to: Janet Appling 7324 Peninsula Rd, Rhinelander WI 54501 

NAME:________________________ ADDRESS:______________________ 

EMAIL:_______________________                    _______________________ 

AMOUNT: $_25.00                             PHONE:_________________________ 

Squash Lake Association 

P O Box 511 

Rhinelander, WI  54501 


